
French-born political scientist, psychologist, 
and anthropologist Clotaire Rapaille has a 
reputation as an advertising consultant to 
leading American corporations, helping them 
discover the culture-specific codes that 
unlock the door to successful marketing. 

In The Culture Code, Rapaille exhibits rather 
“un-French” traits: he provides simple, at 
times even simplistic, answers to complex 
questions. He starts with the compelling, 
though hardly new, argument that asking 
people what they want is usually a waste of 
time as it brings out logical arguments, while 
the true forces behind 
most consumer deci-
sions are strong emo-
tional preferences. 
The author’s prescrip-
tion to solving this 
dilemma are “codes”, 
attempts to capture 
the essence of such 
emotional decision 
making. Such codes, 
Rapaille argues, are 
largely determined by 
cultural context.  

For instance, the author identifies the US 
code for an automobile as “identity,” whereas  
in Germany, it is “engineering.” Another ex-
ample is food, the codes for which are “fuel” 
in the US and “pleasure” in France. Rapaille  
goes on to explain how these differences 
create opportunities for marketers looking to 
reach their target audience. He lists a wide 
range of codes for the US: fat = “checking 

out,” doctor = “hero,” hospital = “processing 
plant,” money = “proof,” work = “who you 
are,” quality = “it works,” perfection = 
“death.” While some of them may seem in-
tuitively right, others appear funny if not 
borderline ridiculous, even when trying to 
follow the author’s rationale. This opens the 
door to criticism that things aren’t quite as 
simple and that some of the terms and sup-
porting definitions are too stereotypical to do 
much good. 

Another criticism is that the author, who has 
been living in the United States for a long 
time, seems to have adopted overly cultur-
ally biased and one-sided views of the rest of 
the world. While aiming to provide univer-
sally applicable concepts, most of his points 
become harder to buy when countries other 
than the U.S. are concerned. 

Nevertheless, the value of The Culture Code 
may well lie in its very simplicity: it dares 
reducing complicated concepts to their es-
sence. If nothing else, the author stimulates 
valuable thoughts about culture in general 
and marketing in particular. 

To those willing to look beyond what is pre-
sented in the text, The Culture Code offers 
interesting perspectives and suggestions 
about fundamental value differences between 
countries and cultures. As such, the book is 
beneficial not only for marketers and adver-
tisers, but for anyone seeking a broader per-
spective on working and managing across 
cultures. 
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